EDITORIAL
All who live today in the village will have some interest in Thriplow’s past. The
settlement grew initially from a few dwellings to become, in the Middle Ages, an
important administrative centre for the Thriplow Hundred. Although this ancient
boundary is still to be found on modern maps, it has ceased to have any real function.
Other villages have outgrown it and the regional centre of Cambridge, (and now also
Cambourne), has taken over all the organisation of highways, justice and education.
Thriplow developed solely as an agricultural community, of varying fortune, from
Roman times. From being a collection of small cottages for agricultural workers with
a few large farms and manor houses, its inhabitants now commute to London and
Cambridge, many to work for the University and High Tec companies that surround
it. Although the number of inhabitants has remained moderately stable the total
income has risen beyond the Tudor labourer’s wildest dreams.
During the nineteenth century the larger houses were divided into smaller dwellings to
accommodate the growing number of workers on the land. The exception was The
Bury which remained the principal manor. The practice of house division continued
into the twentieth century in the case of Thriplow House which had only been built in
the last half of the Nineteenth. In the 1920s the first four Local Authority houses were
built, along Church Street, and more were constructed after the last war in Sherald’s
Croft and along Fowlmere Road, By the 1970s the need for farm workers was
declining and the total population had fallen from that of a 100 years previously The
Local Authority was selling its housing stock to sitting tenants, and the demand for
affordable housing was increasing as the new generation of Thriplow residents was
commuting to work in Cambridge, and neighbouring villages. But the large farm
houses and manors remained divided until the 1990s. Gradually they have been
converted back to large single dwellings as at Bassetts in Lower Street; Bacons
Manor; College and Church Farms in Church Street. Only Cochranes in Lower Street
has retained its divided nature, and this is now empty and will probably be sold and
restored once more to its former self. A history of ‘Cockrans’ is printed in this
Journal.
We are pleased to see that the shop is flourishing; it fulfils an important social
function as a meeting place together with the pub and church - we need all three.
Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering, Joint Editors.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 2003/4
We were very fortunate to start last year’s programme in May with an invitation from Hillary
Russell to walk around the lovely gardens of the Bury to see the changes she and William had
made, it was a beautiful afternoon and we had a lovely time finishing with tea in the garden.
On July 10th (one of the hottest days of the year) a small group of members were invited by
CPB Twyford to a guided tour of their Church Street premises. Nigel Moore gave a most
interesting talk on the work of the company and we hope to follow this year with a tour of the
glass houses.
In August we joined the Whittlesford Society for a Field Walk near the Roman Villa by the
Whittlesford footpath; several experts were there to help us identify our finds, mostly Roman
pottery and we finished with a picnic tea, another lovely day.
The September meeting was blacked out by a power failure due to a tree in School Lane
falling on a power cable, so Peter Speak postponed his talk on ‘Keeping the Water at Bay’, a
fascinating history of the fens, until November. Some of his talk, the terrible floods of 1947
was reprinted in the Spring 2004 Journal.
Meanwhile Alan Stripp came in October to tell us about Bletchley Park and the Enigma
Machine.
In January Cloe Cockrill of the Churches Conservation Trust gave us attractive illustrated
guided tour in slides of ‘Churches in Retirement.’
In February we celebrated our 12th Birthday with our usual hot supper preceded by a splendid
Victorian Magic Lantern Show given by Amanda and Professor Tuck. We all looked
wonderful in Victorian Costume!
Last month, March, give us a fascinating insight into the world of medieval trade. Professor
Peter Spufford from Whittlesford not only told us about coins and tokens and the trade routes
but demonstrated a dextrous use of accounting on a chequerboard.
Our AGM was followed by a talk by Chris Jakes, Chief Librarian of the Cambridgeshire
Collection in Lion Yard, on ‘Emigration from South Cambridgeshire’. He illustrated his talk
with slides of newspaper reports and pictures of conditions on the ships during the 19th
century. Further details of those inhabitants who emigrated from Thriplow are in this Journal.
It is the Chairman’s privilege and pleasure to thank those who have helped the Society during
the past year. First of all I must mention the Committee and thank them all for their support
throughout the year. Particular thanks are due to Peter Speak, our secretary who has
shouldered the lion’s share of keeping the Society running smoothly. Also thanks to him as
co-editor of the Journal, he keeps the standard high. Then Peter Yates, our Treasurer who

keeps our finances on an even keel with the minimum of fuss! I would like to thank Wendy
Seaton for writing the press reports so well and succinctly. Thanks too to David Easthope our
Vice-Chairman and in particular David and Geoffrey Axe for compiling the application to the
Local Heritage Initiative for a grant to repair and restore the rotten woodwork of the Smithy
Shed. We have had one grant from them last year to repair the roof of the shed and George
and Duglas Sheldrick made a very good job of it.
Thanks too, to the other members of the Committee: Geoffrey Axe, Betty Parker, Michael
Moule, Arthur Rowe and Ken Joysey, especially those who deliver the Journals. Michael
Moule is stepping down but we are most grateful to him for all the work he has put in,
especially in restoring the tools in the Smithy. There are still many items to restore and
perhaps some members will be able to get together during the summer to do this.
We must also thank Oliver Walston for being our President.
A big thank-you must go to people who are not on the committee for their help; to Pat
Easthope for printing the Programmes and also the ‘WELCOME TO THRIPLOW’ booklets
which we give to every new person who moves into the village and to Bill Wittering for the
many services he does for the Society, from running the book stall at meetings, varnishing the
Village Sign annually, sending out the postal Journals and generally being a great support to
the Chairman!
I should like to thank John Clark of Ryecroft Data for printing the Journal, he does a good
job, I think you will agree, and is always helpful and friendly. The Journal continues to be
enjoyed and I must thank all of you who have contributed to it during the last year. We are
amazed at how much continues to be found to write about. But we need items however small,
all are welcome.
During the year we have had the Ellis Bibles restored thanks to Daffodil Weekend Trust. As
usual we manned the Smithy at Daffodil Weekend and were fortunate to have Mike Overall,
the blacksmith, to demonstrate his skills. I know many of you have duties during the weekend
which prevent you from getting to the Smithy. We put up an historical exhibition and display
many of our agricultural bygones, and these create much interest and comments on their uses.
And finally a big thank you for all of you who make up the Society – THANK YOU!
Shirley Wittering
Chairman

EMIGRANTS TO VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 1840-1870
Compiled from Shipping lists and other records – S.C.Holt and A.G Ayers. CRO

Name
Chamberlain, Thomas 30
“
Alice, 40
“
Sarah, 10
“
Lewis, 8
“
Eli, 4
“
Elizabeth, 2
Ilett William, 21
Ilett, Isabella, 19
Mansfield, Thomas, 41
“
Rebecca, 39
“
Timothy, 13
“
Peter, 10
“
Mary Ann, 9
“
John Samuel, 4
“
William, 8
“
Sarah, baby
Churchman, John, 42
“
Mary, 33
“
William, 11
“
Emily, 8
“
Martha, 5
Trigg, Joseph, 35
“ Emma, 32
“ Jane, 1
Chapman, William, 35
“ Mary, 32

Occupation
Labourer

Ship
Palmyra

Religion
Weslyian

Destination
Melbourne

Labourer
Domestic servant
Shepherd

Lord Bentink
London
Cambodia

Weslyian
C of E
Weslyian

Melbourne
Colac
Geelong
Died on boat

Agricultural
Labourer

Calliope

C of E

Wimmera

Labourer

Calliope

C of E

Williamstown

Agri Labourer

Childe Harold

C of E

Geelong

Literacy
Read & write
Read
None
N
N
N
N
Both
Both
B
B
B
B
N
N
N
N
N
Read
Read
N
B
B
N
Both
B

Date of arrival
19-7-1848

1-4-1849
2-7-1852
31-5-1852

18-5-1853

18-5-1853

16-6-1853

“
Ellis, 10
“ Wallis, 7
“
Annis, 4
Freeman, William, 24
“
Sarah, 20
“
Marcus, baby
Kemp, William, 41
“
Susan, 39
“ John, 12
“ Fanny, 10
“ Harriet, 7
“ Naomi, 3
“ Esther, baby
Smith, Gilbert, 38
“ Sarah, 35
“ John, 6
“ Sydney, 2
“ James, 14
Trigg, John, 21
“ Sarah, 21
Adams, James, 30
“
Rachel, 30
“
Mary, 12
“
Josiah, 8
“
Fanny, 6
“
Baby
Freeman, Thomas, 20
“
Susan, 20
Chamberlain, John, 48
“
Susan, 46
“
Elizabeth, 11
“
Sarah, 9
“
Anne, 7
“
William, 22
“
Hannah, 23,

Agri Labourer

Childe Harold

C of E

Geelong

Agri Labourer

Childe Harold

C of E

Geelong

Agri Labourer

Childe Harold

Weslyian

Moorabool
Died on board
“

Agri Labourer
Agri Labourer

Wanata

C of E

Geelong
Collingwood

Agri Labourer

Wanata

C of E

Collingwood

Agri Labourer

Wanata

C of E

Hawthorn

Agri Labourer

Shand

C of E

Woodford
“
“
“
“
Belfast
“

Agri Labourer
Wife

Read
R
None
B
B
N
R
R
N
N
N
N
N
B
N
B
N
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
R
N
R
R
B
B
R
R
R
B
B

16-6-1853

16-6-1853

16-6-1853

16-6-1853
22-1-1854

22-1-1854
22-1-1854

“
Susan, 14,
Flack, John, 30
“
Ann, 25
“ Louis, 4
“ Joshua, 1
Freeman, Arthur, 21
“
Catherine, 25
“
Charlotte, 14
Hayden, Frederick, 22
Ison, Charlotte, 27
Sheldrick, Walter, 22
“
Jane, 21
Ilett, William, 48
“ Lydia, 44
“ Daniel, 7
“ Emma, 15
Stewart, William, 20
“
Clara, 20
Trigg, Henry, 26
“ Mary, 24
“ Emily, 1
“ Sarah, 19
Wright, Eli, 22
“ Martha, 21
Howe, Lydia, 18
Bateson, Robert, 19
“
Sarah, 19

Domestic servant
Agri Labourer

Shand

C of E

Woodford
Melbourne

Agri Labourer

Shand

C of E

Mt Fyans

Domestic servant
Carpenter
Wife
Agri Labourer

Shand
Shand
Shand

Independent
Independent
Baptist

Belfast
Portland
Port Fairy

Agri Labourer

Persia

Weslyian

Worriba

Domestic servant
Agri Labourer

Persia

C of E
C of E

Richmond

Labourer

Black Eagle

C of E

Duneed

Domestic servant
Labourer

Black Eagle

RC
C of E

Geelong

Domestic servant
Blacksmith

Palmyra
Childe Harold

C of E
Independent

Melbourne
Geelong

B
B
B
N
N
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
N
N
B
B
N
B
B
B
N
R
B
B
R
B
B

22-1-1854

22-1-1854

22-1-1854
22-1-1854
22-1-1854
11-4-1855

11-4-1855
6-6-1857

6-6-1857
19-7-1848
16-6-1853

VISIT TO MADINGLEY HALL

Following Richard Gant’s fascinating talk in May, a group of us visited Madingley
Hall for a guided tour of the gardens. The weather was not too hot and we all had a
wonderful time looking at the beautiful vista from the terrace over the avenue of
stately trees, the croquet lawn and formal pool to Cambridge in the distance; the
walled garden and the beauty of its flowers, the topiary garden all enhanced by the
magnificent building of Madingley Hall standing on a slight rise. to round of the
afternoon we made our way to the new terrace bar for homemade scones, jam and
cream and tea.

Shirley Wittering

THE THRIPLOW ORCHID MEADOWS

General View of the meadows

Early Purple orchid

This major Nature Reserve in Thriplow was created as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) in 1961. It consists of two meadows that can be reached by climbing
the stile in the field opposite the Post Office in School Lane, and walking diagonally
across to an iron gate, and thence to a new steel gate with a narrow stile. There you
will find a display panel erected by the present curators, The Countryside Agency.
These wet meadows are essentially a Reserve for the conservation of Common Marsh
Orchids, plants that, in the past, were found in abundance throughout the lowlands of
England where water meadows were present. With the increase of cultivable land and
the draining of wetlands the orchids, once so common, are now under threat of
extinction. In Thriplow this area was always difficult land, only occasionally farmed
and left mainly to nature. The orchids present are the Southern Marsh, Dactylorhiza
praetermissa, which flowers with a spike of purple, red and pink flowers at the end of
June, and the beginning of July. Closely related are the Early Marsh Orchid,
Dactylyorhiza incarnata, and the Bee orchid, Ophrys apifera, often found on
Cambridgeshire’s dry chalk grasslands, but located here only on the small chalk
outlier in the northern meadow. In a good season the Marsh Orchids give a
spectacular show of colour. The flowers are incorporated in the Village Sign on the
Green, and in the Millennium Window in the Parish Church.
In the 1960s and 70s the meadows were managed by a local Committee, with
Geoffrey Vinter as first Chairman, later succeeded by Sir Patrick Browne, and Peter
Speak as Secretary. An Open Weekend was held each year organised by Peter and
Barbara Speak, and notice was given in the local press. Generally a combined total of
over 100 people would come to walk the meadows on the Saturday and Sunday and
make a contribution to the Trust’s funds. Although the meadows are still owned by
Oliver Walston they are part of the conservation reserves of the Wildlife Trusts. The
local Committee existed for over 25 years and reported to the Cambridgeshire and Isle
of Ely Naturalist Trust. But in the early 1980s, the Committee was given notice to
close as a new policy had been introduced, following a special Report from a
company of science advisors based in London! Since then the interest of local
residents has waned, though for several years in the late 1980s and early 90s, Ashley
Arbon of Whittlesford acted as local warden and did an excellent job.

In the time of the local Committee an annual count of the orchids was organised by
the Secretary and, in the best year, over 4,000 orchids were counted solely in the
southern meadow. What are the ecological factors that control the presence and
distribution of the orchids?
The ‘wetness’ of the soil is clearly important, and a high water-table must be
maintained for their survival. These meadows are badly drained because of the
geological conditions; they lie below the Melbourn Rock, the aquifer which gives rise
to the many springs in the village, but here the stream flows over marly clays. The
main stream can be seen at the Washpit in School Lane. In addition the topsoils are
formed of a variable mixture of gravels and sands that came originally from the higher
escarpment around Chrishall at the end of the Ice Age. Some of these gravels were
formed into low mounds or ‘pingoes’ with an ice core. As the core melted so the
gravels collapsed to form a rim around a water-filled hollow or small pond. These
can still be identified in considerable numbers in this part of South Cambridgeshire.
Because of this strange hydrography there are many perched water-tables, and
confused drainage patterns close to the surface which are principally dependent on
seasonal rainfall, as well as a deeper water flow from the higher topography. If there
is no human interference by farming, the natural growth of vegetation in these
conditions would become ultimately that of mixed deciduous woodland in the present
climate. The orchids would then disappear. But with some selective grazing the
growth of small bushes and tree saplings is prevented and this favours the retention of
these low-growing plant species. The local Committee spent many weekends
grubbing up thorn trees and other undesirable vegetation to preserve a good habitat.
In recent years there has been a general falling of the water-table in this part of South
Cambridgeshire, and the Anglian Water Co. installed a network of small underground
pipes in order to irrigate the topsoil from below. The water system is fed from a main
well sunk close to the north wall of the Church, and Water Board officials inspect,
periodically, the meadows’ water supply from well- recorders in the meadows. In
spite of all this care and expense the orchids appear to be declining in numbers; this
year there were sufficient to justify the Reserve, but nothing like the numbers
observed in the past.
However do not hesitate to walk the meadows, for there are many other things to see;
the purple and yellow vetches have been good this year, meadow-sweet is common as
well as ragged robin, clovers, and many sedges and other plants.
Peter Speak
See Thriplow Journal Vol. 4/1 Summer 1995 for an earlier article on the meadows.

Map of part of Thriplow showing the position of the meadows

Ashley Arbon (L) showing members a early purple orchid. Peter Speak front right.

TREES OF THRIPLOW
4 The Wellingtonia –Sequoiadendron giganteum

The Wellintonias of Middle Street; L at Thriplow House, R at No 25A, once part
of the Manor’s garden.
The largest living thing (by volume), the Wellingtonia hails from the Sierra Nevada in
California. Because of the remoteness of its natural habitat (some5-8,000 feet above
sea level) it did not become known to botanists until 1852. Seed first reached the UK
a year later and the tree very soon became popular in big estates in most counties.
We are fortunate to have two specimens in Thriplow, both in Middle Street. One
grows in the lawn of Thriplow House and the other is in the garden of Kevin and
Carol Clarke at No. 25A. But who planted them and when?
The tallest Wellingtonia in America scales about 360’ with a girth of 86’ and is about
4000 years old. One is so big that it has had a road cut through it! So far the tallest in
the UK is about 160’ but our climate (at least in the west) suits the species so well that
it may well grow bigger than the US trees in a fraction of the time.
Its common name – Wellingtonia – was given in memory of the ‘Iron Duke’ who died
about a year before the tree was first brought to this country. Its species name –
Sequoiadendron – is after Sequoia, a nineteenth century Indian chief who is
accredited with having created an alphabet for his tribe’s language.
One property of the tree is that the bark is so soft that you can punch it without pain.
Bill Wittering

THE HISTORY OF COCHRANE’S FARM

Cochranes Farm in Lower Street is a Grade II listed building. The earliest record we
have of this house comes from the list of rents of properties belonging to the Bury
Manor dating from 1722-1746. Samuel Pease paid a rent of £1 17s 6d for four
copyhold properties including Cochranes (though it did not have this name then). In
1724 he ‘surrendered’ or sold them to John Browne who rented them until 1741 when
his ‘heirs’ take over. His rent was £1 9s 3½d. The properties included ‘a close of
pasture GODSONS 4acres, a close of pasture HARVEYS 2a, (the wet meadows off
School Lane), another close of pasture BURRELLS 1 acre, a close of pasture
PANTONS 3a,’ (Gowards and Lewis Stone’s)
Although the estate belonged to the Bury Manor, the owner of a ‘copyhold’ property
could ‘surrender’ or sell it, the new owner becoming the tenant of the Manor. He
could also leave it in his will to whoever he wished. John Browne’s heirs were his
three children; Elizabeth wife of John Nabbs Esq., Tabitha Browne spinster, Mary
Corkran widow and one John Fisher gent. Over the years these four died and left their
share to Mary’s grandson Lewis Corkran, (note the spelling). In 1772 Lewis was still
a minor and his mother Ann was made guardian, she died in 1773 and Lewis who
must have been of age by then, became the tenant of all the properties; by now they
included ‘one other tenement or toft with barn adjoining and orchard and close of
pasture upon which an outhouse formerly stood containing 1 acre 3 roods and a wood
or grove containing 1½ acres land’. There was also 175 acres in the three open fields
of the village divided up into 247 strips many of them below one acre in size; the
largest number of strips owned by anyone in the parish.
Lewis himself probably never lived in the house as in 1776 he is listed as of Bombay,
India. In 1791 he ‘surrendered’ to Ambrose Bening (Lord of the Bury Manor from

1792). In 1823 Ambrose Bening’s heir Ambrose Hope Perkins leased ‘Browns
otherwise Cockrans and 290 acres, also Bury Farm (Bassetts) for £422 18s 6d for 12
years’ to Joseph Ellis.
In 1861 the then Lord of the Manor Henry Perkins mortgaged the house called
‘BROWNS otherwise COCKRANS with Dovehouses, Barns, Stables, Outhouses,
Graneries, Buildings, Grounds, Gardens and Orchards. Also several old enclosures
known as The Grove, Bears Close, The Close, Bushes Close, Capons Close, Sherricks
Close, Gores Piece, Godsons Close and Grove, Squirrells Close and Grove, frontage
to Bears Close and an allotment at the back of the homestead. Also all that new
inclosure of arable land bounded by the Cambridge Road and Foulmire Road, the
Foxton Road. And all that other new inclosure containing 258 acres 1rood 27perches
in West Field and Heath Field’. Enclosure had taken place in 1840-45. The tenant at
the time was James Gosling.
In 1884 the whole of the Bury estate (known then as Thriplow Place) was sold and
Joseph Ellis bought Browns or Cockrans which included a ‘Dining Room. Drawing
Room, Breakfast Room, Entrance hall and covered corridor, Store Room, Kitchen,
Pantry, Celler and Five Bedrooms.’ The Farm Homestead which included granaries,
pigsties, cow and calf houses, nag stable, cart horse stable, nine bay wagon lodge and
carpenter’s shop’.
In 1928 it was Arthur Cole Ellis’s turn to sell his estate and Cochranes Farm, Tenant
Joseph Fordham, was sold. By now it was sub-divided into four dwellings although
the map only shows three.
Rose Moule was born at Cochranes in 1911, where her father was the farm foreman
for Mr Fordham (see Thriplow Journal Vol 1/3, 1993).
In 1964 the farm buildings and the cottages opposite caught fire. All that remains of
the farm buildings is the wall; David and Pat Easthope bought the plot in 1970, sold
half off (where the Lomas’s live) and built their house. They made the gateway and
splendid gate posts (the wall originally was part of a barn which continued along the
road, the entrance being to the left of the Lomas’s).

1928 sale map showing Cochranes, No. 94. No 95 is now the cricket meadow.

The Gate posts and remaining wall of Cockrane’s barns.
The house is now empty and will probably be sold and restored to its former self as a
single dwelling as Bacon’s Manor was in 1995.
Shirley Wittering

WHEN TRAINS NEARLY CAME TO THRIPLOW
The railway from St Margarets, on the Hertford East to Liverpool Street line to
Buntingford, was opened on 3rd July 1863 serving Mardock, Widford, Much Hadham,
Standon, Braughing and West Mill. It was a single track line with passing places and
was financed by the Great Eastern Railway though originally it had been a private
venture.
Prior to this scheme, the Eastern Counties Railway had put forward a plan (in 1845) to
build a railway not only to Buntingford but to continue to Royston and on to
Cambridge. This would have required a tunnel 1580 yards long through the Chilterns
between Barkway and Royston.
After Royston, the line would have run somewhat further south than the present line
and would have required a tunnel 930 yards long to the south of Melbourn. It would
have entered Fowlmere parish then headed roughly along the existing route to
Cambridge through Foxton, Harston, Hauxton and Little Shelford. It is not clear
whether it would have entered Thriplow parish or not but it would have given us a
much nearer station than Foxton.
Sadly, the scheme was rejected in Parliament in 1847. Had it been accepted, it is
unlikely that Dr Beeching would have recommended the closure of the Buntingford
branch on 16th November 1964 and Thriplow might have shared a station with
Fowlmere. It goes down in history therefore as one of the great might-have-beens!
Bill Wittering
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GLEANINGS
THANKS TO Geoffrey Axe, Pat Davies, David Easthope, Arthur Rowe, Wendy
Seaton, Peter Speak and Bill Wittering in setting up the exhibition in the Smithy and
for stewarding throughout the Daffodil Weekend.
THANK YOU to Graham Walker, Maureen Leach’s brother in law for giving to the
Society a most attractive book of his poems entitled, ‘Starting Out’. You may
remember some of his poems in past Journals. The illustrations and delightful cover
were drawn and painted by Maureen’s sister Diana.
THANK YOU also to Lewis Stone for giving the Society a set of technical drawings
which he made in 1972, the year he and Ruth took down part of an old house in
Middle Street to prevent it from being completely demolished. The timbers were
stored at Lord Walston’s and eventually rebuilt in School Lane to become ‘Barker’s
Close’, the home of Betty Boothroyd.
THANK YOU too, to Gordon and Rita Denison for the gift of a Caramate 3300
projector made by Singer in 1978. This projector was the precursor of the
‘Powerpoint’ means of presenting a programme of slides. It not only acts as an
ordinary projector but can show the slides on a built-in TV style screen. It also has the
facility for a commentary to be made or an audio tape to be played simultaneously. A
most versatile and useful machine. Gordon has also given the Society a professionalquality aerial photograph of the parish taken in 1959.
THANKS also to John Keyworth for the gift of a collection of hand-made nails,
probably made at the Smithy.
It is sad to report the demise of George Sheldrick’s fortnightly Tea Dances in the
Village Hall. George and Hilda had organised these dances for many decades, first in
the School, then as numbers increased, at the Village Hall in Newton, thence to the
Village Hall at Harston, and after the building of the Millennium Hall the dances
returned to Thriplow. George and Hilda ran the dances as a kind of social service for
any one who would like to come. Dancers turned up from Cambridge and from many
of the surrounding villages. The price of admission was minimal, only 50p and that
included a tea with sandwiches and cakes. In its heyday at Harston there were
regularly over 70 dancers present. At the end of a year George was able to make
donations to local charities. Unhappily numbers have fallen and the dances have
closed. Many THANKS George and Hilda!
There has been a number of people moving out and in recently; the Society gives each
newcomer a copy of the useful little booklet Welcome to Thriplow. The booklet is
updated by Bill Wittering and produced by Pat Easthope, our THANKS to both for
this valuable service.
Next meeting is on Monday September 27th; Mike Petty will talk on Vanished
Cambridge in Photographs.

